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Creative Wordshops March/April 2014 
Writing Newsletter 

 

re-story, re-create and re-imagine your life and work 

see youtube links 
 

Nasrudin http://youtube/HVO-zp25w4k   Oom Schalk Lourens http://youtube/8S9TvK5YFbo 

Every book is a quotation; and every house is a quotation out of all forests, and mines, and 

stone quarries; and every man is a quotation from all his ancestors. (Ralph Waldo Emerson) 

Dear writers, storytellers, readers and writers who are discovering they are writers 
 

Sometimes you can live off a quote for days. It expands from its compact folding of words as 
the rip chord unfurls and billows into a parachute. It floats you across and drops you into 
strange expansive lands. This is something I have touched on in a previous letter. A page or 

three of writing can open out from one of two lines. Here’s my take. One of my poems 
appeared in the August 2013 newsletter; repeated here in a different context: 
 

Bird to Bird 
 

 

my heart in hiding, stirred for a bird ( Hopkins) 
 

as dreams migrate  
the quote of a poet  

flits at first ray  
to awakening mind. 
 

it wings its way  

through the sky 
to the heart’s nest.  
feeds me beak to beak 
 

the ingested worm of words.  

I drink from her  
splashed feather breast  
dew carried through the air. 
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in a flutter of breath  

on the precipice edge 
slaked, I chirp, twitter, coo 

the Lauds of first light. 
 

 

Here are a merry 15 quotations from Jack Kornfield’s The Wise Heart, Buddhist Psychology for 
the West (2008). As your eye moves across each one let them echo in the cavity of your 

mouth. Focus on the response of your body. When one, two or three land in your solar 
plexus, burn your cheeks, spider-tango across your shoulders, jab you in the ribs ... fall into 

writing about those ones. Expand them like a parachute opening: free association, 
memory,  the start of a story, a poem, anything; just write. Here they are:  
 

Being preoccupied with self-image is like coming upon a tree of singing birds while wearing 
ear plugs. (Pema Chodron) 
 

Anything will give up its secrets if you love it enough. (George Washington Carver) 
 

The Physician should speak of that which is invisible ... he becomes a Physician only when he 
also knows that which is unnamed, invisible and immaterial yet has its effects. (Paracelsus)  
 

Trouble? Life is trouble. Only death is nice. (Kazantzakis: Zorba the Greek)  
 

So many people live an unreal life. They take the images outside them for reality and never 

allow the world within the body and mind to reveal itself. (Hermann Hesse) 
We focused on sensing our own skeleton when we were instructed to take our bones for a 

walk. We also looked at the skeletons of others walking by. This immediately snapped us out 
of our stories and melodramas and shifted our whole identity. (Jack Kornfield) 
 

Don’t surrender your loneliness so quickly. Let it cut more deep. Let it ferment and season 
you as few human or even divine ingredients can. (Hafiz) 

We can let ourselves be carried by the river of feelings because we know how to swim. 
(Jack Kornfield) 
 

We all carry within us our place of exile, our crimes, our ravages. Our task is not to unleash 

them on the world. It is to transform them in ourselves and others. (Albert Camus)  
 

Who is your enemy? Mind is your enemy. Who is your friend? Mind is your friend. (Buddha) 
 

Your own tedious thoughts next 200 miles (A desert road sign cartoon)  
 

We maintain our world with our inner dialogue ... The world will change completely as soon 

as we stop talking to ourselves. (Don Juan to Carlos Castaneda) 
 

My mind is like a bad Neighborhood. I try not to go there alone. (Annie Lamott) 
 

He who cannot dance claims the floor is uneven. (Native American proverb) 
 

Chief Roman Nose of the Cheyenne and his people believed he was immortal and he and 
they were right every day of his life except one. (Richard Haight)  
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Dorian’s Storyshops/ Writeshops/ Conversations 

If you want any of these workshops in your area speak speak. 
 

Your Life, your Short Story - 2014 
A Course leading to a Publication (LSSP) 

 

Three Previous publications (covers Dominic Haarhoff) 

  

  
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

     
     

 

 

 
 

  
 

 

 
 

Cape Town:  2-3 Aug 6-7 Sept (or skype course for other places) 
 
 

 

"To remain vibrant throughout a lifetime we must always be inventing ourselves, weaving 

new themes into our life narratives, remembering our past, re-visioning our future, re-

authorising the myth by which we live." (Sam Keen and Ann Valley Fox) 
  
 

 

 

A number of aspirant writers have asked for a structured course that offers a sense of 
progression and leads to a publication. So I am once again offering a Life/Short Story  
course beginning in March 2014. You are invited. You can write a life story or fiction. There is 

no admission requirement. We can all learn to write and have or can create a story to tell. 
 

Between 2011-13 45 writers featured in the 3 publications, Here is feedback: 
s  

 

When we arrived, we shared a common commitment – to write. When we left, we shared 

so much more. Having discovered a home space that offered enrichment and blessings, 

a magic maestro to keep us inspired and safe, and kindred writers for support, 

encouragement and laughter, we looked deep inside, opened our hearts, connected to 

our grief, dropped our masks, celebrated the child in us then looked in the mirror to 

see...ourselves. 
 

 
 

 

  

 

The course runs  Aug - Oct (14 people needed to run it)   It consists of:  
 

• two Sat/Sun workshops in Cape Town for participants  
• one-on-one email/phone/skype tuition after the workshops  

 

• a publication featuring the writing of all those who participated  
 

• a celebratory book launch. Each writer receives 8 copies 
 

 

Elements covered in the wordshops:  Detailed flyer on request 
 
 

 

• voice and presence 

• connecting to experience 
• opening to imagination and creativity 
• developing a facility with words  

• engaging the discipline crafting, shaping, structuring and editing  
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Nambia 
 

Namib Desert and Etosha  

follow up creative wordshops for Gondwana Collection preparing for a story festival 
1-14 March 

 

Windhoek 
 

 2-9 April  
A visit  under the sponsorship of Carl Schlettwein Foundation, Basel to facilitate storyshops  at 

a school for the Deaf , for the Blind (visually impaired)  and for Mentally challenged children. 
 
Windhoek  

Nasrudin, Oom Schalk and the Rabbi the Joy of Stories  $90 (includes  a glass of wine ) 
3 April  19.00 
 
 

It is not the story that counts.  It's the way you tell it (Oom Schalk Lourens) 
  

The evening’s  focus is on the joy of  stories from different traditions.  Listening to them, 
laughing, starting a conversation, playing with them, laying our story down next to them.  

We touch on the philosophy of stories… how beliefs can trap us, how stories can free 
us…and Herman Charles Bosman’s Oom Schalk might put in an appearance too. Listen to 

this veld philosopher narrate stories of love, leopards and  peach brandy,  
 

Why stories?  Because stories are origins and origins are places that we walk out from. 

Because stories have many feet and travel several roads at once...  because the story 

conjures the invisible. (Deena Metzger) 
 

 
  

Venue:           OrumbondeBooks, Craft Centre, Old Brewery, Tal St. 
Contact:   Wolfram Hartmann, 0812841021 

 
 

 

 

Western Cape 
 

Stellenbosch   

The Magic Carpeters Writing group  R650  Last Wed eve of every month 6.30-9.30 …. we 

meet. The 2014 theme Beyond the senses. Writing exercises, conversation, energy, soup and 
wine. We meet in a grand old Stellenbosch house.  Next round begins end July 

Publishing News     Poemegranites  

Here is poet Karin Schimke’s review: Cape Times 12/07/2013 
 

In writing groups around the country, Haarhoff is quite well known for gently 

coaxing people to pick up a creative line and follow it, and one of the 

recurring motifs of Poemegranites is that of a thread. 

The title alerts the reader to Haarhoff's playfulness. The central image of 

the tough pomegranate � with its soft whorls and seeds inside, and its 

little crown on top � is explored through various religious and mythical 

stories and characters. This creates three levels of interest in each poem: the 

narrative line, a forcing of the spiritual view and much historical interest. 

Friendship, family, romantic love, food, cycling, yoga and spiritual 

yearning are some of the diverse topics. At the centre there is a desire for 

and celebration of silence, in spite of which Haarhoff's poems refuse to 

be sombre.  
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 Forthcoming   e-book by Graham Williams, Peter Fox and Dorian Haarhoff 

Visit http://www.haloandnoose.com to buy a copy of our own new eBook which is about to 
be released (when we receive our ISBN number from the National Library), and we're hoping 
will have a positive impact on the corporate world:  

 
 
The cover painting Justiça is by Brazilian artist Alexander Moreira - 

alexanderpmoreira@gmail.com  
The soluble coffee and white tempera depiction of Lady Justice calls to mind what is 

honourable, fair, well-reasoned, balanced and ‘jus’ (right), a seeking of the truth and a 
taking of responsibility. The absence of the usually prominent sword conveys a gentle and 
strong rather than overt power, the aim being restoration and harmony. “Hate evil, love 

good; maintain justice in the courts” of business. (Amos 5:15 ) 

Digital Publishing-Help offered 

 
 

 
 
An easy and affordable way to get your book published with Change Designs digital 
publishing services. 
 

No printing costs. Minimal distribution costs. Worldwide distribution. Your readers can read 

your book on a device of their choice: laptop, eReader, tablet (iPad) or Smartphone 
(iPhone).Your book scales to fit the device it is read on. In addition to digital publishing, 

Change Designs provides options to assist you with online sales and advertising of your book.  
 

Ruth Tearle   021 712 2154    http://www.changedesigns.net   ruth@changedesigns.net 
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Down the Line 

 

Johannesburg 

Families and Ancestors : A Constellation, Story and Writing Wordshop (with Pam Klette) 
mid 2014 ... date TBA     R1950 (includes teas, coffee, snacks)  

 

 
 

 

healing our unspoken stories  
 

Family Constellation offers a way of connecting and healing our unspoken stories. Stories are 
how we make sense of our lives. Family constellation offers the opportunity of perceiving our 

stories differently, of resolving conscious and unconscious stories, of interrupting  repetitive 
patterns.  
 
 

the world offers itself to your imagination, 

calls to you like the wild geese, harsh and exciting -- 

over and over announcing your place 

in the family of things. 

—Mary Oliver  (Wild Geese) 
 

 

Those who live in harmony with their families and heritage can take life in all 

its fullness.  Being in harmony with your parents means taking what you have received and 
letting go of what you haven't got.   —Bert Hellinger in No waves without the Ocean. 

 

BOOKINGS: 083 616 1032 or pam@familyhealing.co.za 

 

Ongoing Activities (some repeat info here) 
 
  

Email four month Courses:  Writer’s/Poet’s Voice Course – one-on-one tuition  
 

Some folks respond to structure, assignments; if so, ask and it shall be negotiated. Here is one 
possibility: Do you love reading and writing? This one-on-one apprenticeship aims to take 
you further up the writing mountain and offer you a deeper engagement with your craft. This 

course is structured in the nature of an ongoing conversation with a few chosen writers or 
poets, (ancestral or alive) with me and with yourself. I encourage you to keep a journal to 

record your observations and reflections.  
 

Mentoring – one-on-one  
 

“You make me sound like myself” (various clients). Walk with me in words. You put on one  
shoe, I wear the other. Memoirs, mindful adventures, work in the world … genres tumbling 

out of folk on the one-on-one path. Such a richness of story here. Flyer on request. 
 

 

Speaking Engagements (see new YouTubes) 
 

I spoke at Kaeilo Stories of Hope on how stories speak to  corporate social responsibility. 

What are your needs? Be still when you have nothing to say but when genuine passion 
moves you, say what you've got to say, and say it hot. ( D. H. Lawrence)   

 

Development Work 
 

I am working with PACSA and Diakonia Council of Churches in KZN. In October we are 
publishing the stories of thirteen stress and trauma counsellors: Trees along the Riverside 
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Corporate Work (www.haloandnose.com) with Graham Williams and Peter Fox 
 

 

 
I 
We have facilitated  3 M, Tsogo Southern Sun Life Style Resort, UNISA, Proctor and Gamble  
and Univ of the NW storyshops. Also a Provincial Treasury course ‘Growing the Person, 

Growing the  Writing.’ (a  Confidence building/Business skills writing combo)   
 

It was engaging exploring various ways of telling a story  … the course supplied adequately 

those skills needed to start telling a story and how to go about it … (3M manager) 
 

  

 
 

 
 

☼Directory:  Friends at Work and Play 

 

Elma Pollard: Write for Earth - email-based writing course 
 

Learn the art of eco-journalism with energy and passion. Be published in the Green Times. 

Offer your voice to help craft a better future. http://thegreentimes.co.za/index.php?id=63 
 

Anne Haarhoff  OWLProof (Order, Words, Language) 
 

Need a top class, sharp-eyed editor and proofreader? Oh so most highly recommended. 

Email: ah1948@gmail.com/ Tel: 044 8730547 or 078 2763963.  www.owlproof.blogspot.com  
 

Aneta Shaw:  Clinical Psychologist and TRE group Practitioner. 
 

SHAKE off your STRESS TRE is a bodily technique that relieves chronic and acute stress, 

reduces muscular tension and assists in recovering from the effect of trauma on the body. 
Small group: Aneta 0826868118 or 021 8555415 More info: traumaprevention.com  
 

Jo Viljoen  
 

I’ve opened a Narrative Therapy Substance Abuse Recovery Clinic called Clearview Clinic, 
near Pretoria:   012 819 1422  
 

Julia Griss 
 

I am now working at Centre 89 in Somerset West. I offer consciousness coaching, deep tissue 

massage and reflexology. It’s a fabulous centre with a team of skilled therapists offering 
mainstream alternative therapies.     082 904 8224      julia@inneredge.co.za 

 

Juliette Gyure : Coaching  “ If nothing ever changed, there would be no butterflies” 

Far Sight Change and Transition Coaching provides a framework, creative processes and 
support mechanisms to negotiate changes and transitions. I have a passion for co-creating 

innovative pathways to transformation with my clients. For a free consultation contact me, 
Juliette 0726353818. (Durban-based) 
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Dominic Rex Haarhoff 
 

I am a Shakti Practitioner, Usui Reiki Master and Kundalini Reiki Teacher. My approach to 
healing and personal transformation is holistic, focussing on you as a unique, complex, 
dynamic being of mind, body and spirit. I offer to serve as a facilitator in your self-initiated 

process of healing and transformation. I work with local and international clients. 
 +27 79 548 8947 or search for me on skype. 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Marguerite (Osler) van der Merwe  
 

The Art of Walking: Path to Health & the Richness of Well-Being – coffee-table handbook for 

the Journey of The Walker. Conscious Living – Conscious Walking. The ordinary becomes the 
extraordinary. For Book and Workshops/Presentations contact author Marguerite (Osler) 028 

271 4555, margsmerwe@telkomsa.net 
 

Mandy Francis  
 

Let me convert your old  videos, 8mm, super 8 & 16mm cines, audio cassettes, vinyl records 
35mm slides & negatives into brand new CDs and DVDs.  Turn your obsolete history  records 
into exciting and easy to use modern discs to give as gifts. Editing available… Filming 

offered: weddings, sports events, birthday parties, youtubes  083 330 1115     
mandyfrancisza@yahoo.com 
 
 

Bastienne Klein  
 

Struggling to write academia? I run a writing consultancy Academic Mentoring: reading, 

writing and research made easy. I am available to do skype consultations, too. Offices in 
Rondebosch. website www.academicmentoring.co.za . [mbk@mweb.co.za]  

 

Peter Fox  peterfoxcounselling.com 
 

A Weekend Of Reflection, Appreciation & Renewal @ Angala    @ R 8 640 per couple 
8 to 11 May  or 14 to 17 August 2014 
 

A trio of days for those duos who want to reflect appreciatively on their partnership. A time 
to explore the possibility of renewing marriage vows. 
 

This is an opportunity to reflect, appreciate and renew what love has created between 
couples who are married or who are living together in committed relationships. An 

opportunity will be offered to address issues that block intimacy and connection. A 
consideration shall be given on what could be seen as growth opportunities for the 
sustaining Love in the future of the relationship. 
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The setting in Franschhoek will afford luxurious accommodation and incredible food, and 

opportunities for privacy, restoration and rest. The sessions are not obligatory. 
 

An opportunity will be created for a Renewal of Vows ceremony at the end of the three 
days for those who wish to do this. 
 

Peter Fox is a mental health practitioner and Pastoral Therapist with training in Psychology 
and Theology. Currently, after 17 years as Spiritual Director at St Luke’s he is working in the 
context of Inter Spiritual wisdoms and spiritual technologies. He is a couple’s therapist who 

for over 25 years has prepared couples for marriage and has often done follow up 
counselling after the ceremony. His passion is to see true connection and the possibility for 

individual transformation through loving relationships. His website gives more details of his 
involvements and skills. 
 

More Info: 
Some input sessions, counselling support and exploration of factors in communication and 
conflict resolution will be on offer  
 

Lawrence Batchelor      Natural Eyesight Improvement 

 

Learn how to improve your eyesight - Naturally - without the use of glasses, contacts, drugs, 
surgery or any other unnatural means! The Bates method of teaching has been used 
successfully to improve the eyesight of countless people since 1900. 

Join Lawrence Batchelor, vision educator and Iyengar yoga teacher, on a 7 week course in 
either Somerset West or Cape Town. Courses start in the first week of February. Course fees R 
2400 

email:       batch@global.co.za    phone:      082 764 4465 
 

My a quote a day keep the block away 
 
Dorian 

 
 

 
 
 
 


